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Summary
Background: Visual information conveyed through the extra-
geniculate visual pathway, which runs from the retina via
the superior colliculus (SC) and the lateral posterior nucleus
(LPN) of the thalamus to the higher visual cortex, plays a crit-
ical role in the visual capabilities of many mammalian species.
However, its functional role in the higher visual cortex remains
unclear. Here, we observed visual cortical area activity in
anesthetized mice to evaluate the role of the extrageniculate
pathway on their specialized visual properties.
Results: The preferred stimulus velocities of neurons in the
higher visual areas (lateromedial [LM], anterolateral [AL], ante-
romedial [AM], and rostrolateral [RL] areas) were measured
using flavoprotein fluorescence imaging and two-photon cal-
cium imaging and were higher than those in the primary visual
cortex (V1). Further, the velocity-tuning properties of the higher
visual areas were different from each other. The response
activities in these areas decreased after V1 ablation; however,
the visual properties’ differences were preserved. After SC
destruction, these preferences for high velocities disappeared,
and their tuning profiles became similar to that of the V1,
whereas the tuning profile of the V1 remained relatively normal.
Neural tracer experiments revealed that each of these higher
visual areas connected with specific subregions of the LPN.
Conclusions: The preservation of visual property differences
among the higher visual areas following V1 lesions and their
loss following SC lesions indicate that pathways from the SC
through the thalamus to higher cortical areas are sufficient to
support these differences.
Introduction
Two major visual pathways connect the retina to higher visual
areas. The first is the geniculate visual pathway, which runs
through the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) to the pri-
mary visual cortex (V1), and the other is the extrageniculate
visual pathway, which runs through the superior colliculus
(SC) to the lateral posterior nucleus (LPN)/pulvinar nucleus of
the thalamus. Although a few higher visual areas are slightly
affected by the extrageniculate visual pathway in primates
[1, 2], higher visual cortical functions are considered to depend
mainly on visual information from the V1 [3]. Therefore, associ-
ations between the extrageniculate visual pathway and higher
visual cortex functions have not received much attention.*Correspondence: tomi@bri.niigata-u.ac.jpHowever, many studies performed using nonprimate mam-
mal species indicate the importance of the extrageniculate
visual pathway for higher visual area functions. Many visual
capabilities, including pattern and form discrimination, are
preserved after V1 deactivation/destruction in many mammal
species, such as rodents [4, 5], cats [6], and tree shrews [7],
when some higher visual areas remain intact. Activities in
higher visual areas are also preserved after V1 deactivation/
destruction [8, 9]. The extrageniculate visual pathway is
considered to be at least partly responsible for these residual
capabilities and activities [2, 4, 6]. SC deactivation/destruction
alters the neural properties of some higher visual areas in cats
[10], causes visual neglect inmany animal species [11], and im-
pairs some visual capabilities in cats, including simple-pattern
and formdiscrimination [6]. Nevertheless, the functional role of
the extrageniculate visual pathway in higher visual areas
remains unclear. One reason for this knowledge gap is that
the functions of various higher visual areas in nonprimate
mammals had not been extensively examined until recently.
Our knowledge of the mouse higher visual cortex has been
increasing rapidly over the past several years. Wang and Bur-
khalter [12] demonstrated thatmice havemultiple higher visual
areas surrounding the V1, most of which exhibit a retinotopic
structure representing the visual hemifield and receive afferent
projections from the V1. Recent advances in imaging methods
have led to the functional identification of variousmouse visual
cortical areas [13, 14]. Several studies have employed two-
photon calcium imaging to investigate the response properties
of higher visual cortical neurons in mice [15, 16]. According
to these reports, higher visual areas have unique response
properties; compared to the V1, most of the higher visual
areas exhibit preferences for lower spatial frequency (SF)
and higher temporal frequency (TF) stimuli.
In the present study, we attempted to evaluate the effect of
the extrageniculate visual pathway on higher visual area prop-
erties. We identified these areas and examined their tuning
profiles for stimulus velocity/TF using flavoprotein fluores-
cence imaging (FFI) [14]. FFI is superior to other intrinsic
signal-imaging methods in terms of detection, mapping,
and quantification of neural activities; this technique also
enables simultaneous examination of activities of several
visual cortical areas spread widely across the brain’s surface
[14, 17, 18]. We evaluated the effects of V1/SC lesioning on
the specialized properties of these areas by comparing their
velocity/TF-tuning profiles. Finally, to determine the routes
via which the SC conveys visual information to the higher
visual areas, we injected fluorescent neural tracers into these
visual areas and observed connections between the visual
cortical areas and LPN of the thalamus. The results show
that the distinct visual properties of the higher visual cortical
areas depend on inputs from the SC via specific subdivisions
of the LPN.
Results
Identification of Higher Visual Areas Using FFI
We previously described a method that employed FFI and
velocity-changing visual stimuli to identify several visual
Figure 1. Responses in the Visual Cortical Areas
Observed by FFI
(A) FF response images evoked by low-velocity/TF
(10/s; top) and high-velocity/TF (50/s; bottom)
stimuli.
(B) Time course of FF signal changes evoked
by low-velocity/TF stimuli (blue lines) and high-
velocity/TF stimuli (red lines) in ROIs X (top) and
Y (bottom) in (A). The y axis shows the time from
stimulus onset.
(C) FF responses evoked by slow-down (50/s/
10/s; top) and speed-up (10/s/50/s; bottom)
stimuli in the same animal shown in (A) and (B).
(D) Time course of FF signal changes evoked by
slow-down stimuli (blue lines) and speed-up stim-
uli (red lines) in ROIs X and Y in (C). The y axis
shows the time from the stimulus velocity change.
Data represent averages of 27 (A and B) or 64
(C and D) trials. Error bars indicate the SEM. Scale
bar represent 1 mm. See also Figure S1.
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588cortical areas [14]. The presentation of grating-patterned
visual stimuli (0.067 cycles per degree [cpd], traditional
method) with low drift velocity (10/s; or low TF, 0.67 Hz) to
monocular visual fields (left eye) of an urethane-anesthetized
mouse increased flavoprotein fluorescence (FF) signals in
the contralateral visual cortex (right hemisphere; Figure 1A,
top; Figure S1B, top, available online), which allowed highly
detailed visualization of responding areas [17]. Clear FF
changes were observed in the V1 (Figure 1A, yellow arrow-
head). Activities in its lateral region, corresponding to some
higher visual cortical areas (Figure 1A, red arrowhead), were
also observed. The presentation of a grating stimulus with
high drift velocities (50/s; or high TF, 3.3 Hz) led to a similar
but slightly different spatial pattern of FF responses (Figure 1A,
bottom, and Figure S1B, bottom). The region of interest (ROI) X
in the V1 exhibited a greater FF response to the low-velocity/
TF stimulus (Figure 1B, top, blue line) than to the high-veloc-
ity/TF stimulus (red line). Conversely, ROI Y, which corre-
sponded to the rostrolateral (RL) area (described below),
exhibited a greater response to the high-velocity/TF stimulus
(Figure 1B, bottom). These results indicate that the RL area
preferred high-velocity/TF stimuli, whereas the V1 preferred
low-velocity/TF stimuli.To detect specific differences in re-
sponses between stimulus velocities/
TFs, FF responses were analyzed during
the presentation of grating patterns
with abrupt changes in drift velocity/TF
[14]. An abrupt decrease in the stim-
ulus velocity/TF (slow-down stimulus,
50/s/10/s) led to an increase in FF
signals in the V1 (yellow arrowhead) and
in its lateral visual areas (Figure 1C, top,
red arrowheads; Figure S1C, top). An
increase in stimulus velocity/TF (speed-
up stimulus, 10/s/50/s) led to a com-
pletely different pattern of FF responses
(Figure 1C, bottom; Figure 1D, red lines;
and Figure S1C, bottom). At least three
isolated patchy regions responding to
the stimulus were observed (Figure 1C,
bottom, red arrowheads), whereas FF sig-
nals in the V1 did not increase. Eachactive region presumably corresponds to a different visual
cortical area. FFI was able to detect such faint signal changes,
which reflected differences in neural activities in response to
varying stimulus velocities/TFs.
Next, we attempted to obtain retinotopic maps for the
visual cortical areas [12]. The stimulations of horizontally or
vertically different parts of the visual field by the slow-down/
speed-up stimuli created different spatial patterns of FF
signal changes on the brain surface, and the superimposition
of images showing the FF signal change clearly yielded retino-
topicmaps for several visual cortical areas (Figure 2A, horizon-
tal, and Figure 2B, vertical). Comparison of the structures
observed with the previously reported retinotopic maps
allowed identification of visual areas (such as lateromedial
[LM], anterolateral [AL], anteromedial [AM], and RL areas)
and the V1 (Figure 2C). Occasionally, we observed FF
responses in the anterior (A), laterointermediate (LI), or poster-
omedial (PM) areas (Figure 2). The V1, LI, and PM areas
responded to the slow-down stimulus, implying their lower
velocity/TF preferences. The A, AL, AM, and RL areas re-
sponded to the speed-up stimulus, implying their preferences
for high velocities/TF stimuli, and the LM area responded to
both types of stimuli. Binocular visual field stimulation, even
Figure 2. Retinotopic Organization of the Visual Cortex
(A and B) Retinotopic organization of the horizontal (A) and vertical (B) visual fields in visual areas. FF response patterns evoked by slow-down (top) or
speed-up (bottom) stimuli were placed at 0, 45, or 90 lateral to the animal (A, first to third left columns), or the lower or upper monocular visual field
(B, left andmiddle column). The right columns in (A) and (B) are superimposed images. Thewhite lines represent the visual area boundaries. Different animals
were used between (A) and (B).
(C) Schema of stimulated sites in the visual field (top) and response areas (bottom). The gray rectangles represent the stimulated visual fields. The circles
linked with the lines represent the centers of stimulated visual fields (top), or of the response regions of visual areas (bottom) [12] in (A) (solid lines) or (B)
(broken lines).
A, anterior; AM, anteromedial; AL, anterolateral; LI, laterointermediate; LM, lateromedial; PM, posteromedial; RL, rostrolateralareas; a, anterior; l, lateral; m,
medial; p, posterior. Scale bars represent 1 mm.
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589that achieved using the traditional method, did not produce
any detectable responses in the AM, PM, or A areas (Figure 2A,
left column) [17].
Determination of Velocity-Tuning Properties of the Visual
Cortical Areas Using FFI
After identifying the visual areas, we examined the response
properties of individual areas by observing the FF signal
changes evoked in these visual cortical areas by various
velocity/TF grating patterns (Figure 3A; 0.067 cpd, traditional
method). V1 responses evoked by relatively low-velocity/TF
stimuli tended to be higher than those evoked by relatively
high-velocity/TF stimuli, and the maximum response was
evoked by a stimulus with a drift velocity of 10/s (Figure 3B,
red line; n = 16 animals; p < 0.001, Friedman test). Over our
velocity/TF range, the stimuli evoked smaller FF signal
changes in the higher visual areas (LM in orange lines, AL in
green lines, AM in blue lines, and RL in purple lines; Figure 3B)
than in the V1. The relative FF signal change rates of eachvisual area (Figure 3C) clearly showed that velocities/TFs of
stimuli eliciting the maximum responses were significantly
higher for all the higher visual areas than for the V1 (area 3
stimulus-velocity interaction; p < 0.001, two-way repeated-
measures ANOVA). The tuning profiles of the higher visual
areas were significantly different from each other (area3 stim-
ulus-velocity interaction; p < 0.001, two-way repeated-
measures ANOVA; see Table S1 for detailed statistics). The
RL area exhibited a preference for relatively high-velocity/TF
stimuli, the LM area responded well to relatively low-velocity/
TF stimuli, and the tuning profiles of the AL and AM areas
were between those of the LM and RL areas. These results
demonstrated that each visual cortical area has a unique visual
response property.
Next, to confirm whether these tuning profiles were repre-
sented for the velocity tuning or the TF tuning, we determined
the tuning profiles using different SF gratings (0.05 or 0.1 cpd).
The response curves for stimulus velocities of the higher visual
areas were similar between the two SFs (Figure 3D; n = 13
Figure 3. Velocity-Tuning Properties of Visual Areas Measured by FFI
(A) Images of FF changes (DF/F0) evoked by various drift velocity/TF stimuli (0
/s–100/s). The scale bar represents 1 mm.
(B) FF responses (DF/F0) of each area averaged over animals (n = 16). Error bars indicate the SEM.
(C) Relative values compared with the maximum (Max) FF responses. The dotted circles on the top of the panel indicate the stimulus velocities that
evoked the maximum response in each visual cortical area. There were significant differences in tuning profiles among the visual areas (n = 16 animals,
area 3 stimulus-velocity interaction, p < 0.001, two-way repeated-measures ANOVA). For more detailed statistical tests, see Table S1.
(D) Relative responses to two different SF (0.05 and 0.1 cpd) stimuli plotted according to stimulus velocity. Response curves of individual animals were
normalized to the average, then were averaged over animals (n = 13 animals, SF 3 stimulus-velocity interaction, p = 0.012 [V1], 0.90 [LM], 0.94 [AL],
0.98 [AM], and 0.97 [RL]; two-way repeated-measures ANOVA for normalized data). n.s., not significant. Error bars indicate the SEM. See Figure S2 for
the actual value of FF signal changes (DF/F0).
See also Figure S2 and Table S1.
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590animals, SF 3 stimulus-velocity interaction; p = 0.65–0.81,
two-way repeated-measures ANOVA; for the normalized
data, p = 0.90–0.98), whereas those of the V1 were not (SF 3
stimulus-velocity interaction, p = 0.014; for the normalized
data, p = 0.012). This means that the neural activities of the
higher visual areas were tuned to stimulus velocities rather
than to TFs [16], whereas those of the V1 were presumably
tuned to stimulus TFs. In all visual areas, FF signal changes
evoked by the low SF gratings were higher than those evoked
by the high SF gratings (Figure S2; p < 0.005, two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA).
Confirmation of Velocity-Tuning Properties Using
Two-Photon Calcium Imaging
To confirm that the response properties observed using FFI
reflected neural activity, we measured the visual responseproperties of individual neurons in each visual cortical area
using two-photon calcium imaging [15, 16, 19]. After iden-
tifying a visual cortical area (Figure 4A, left), we injected the
calcium indicator fura-2-acetoxymethyl ester into the target
area (Figure 4A, right). The grating-patterned stimuli caused
fluorescent signal changes over several seconds (Figures 4B
and S3A, traditional method). The signal traces were averaged
over all cells (n = 347/4 [V1], 274/3 [LM], 335/3 [AL], 345/3 [AM],
and 360/3 [RL]; cells/animals; see Figure S3C for distributions
of response amplitude of neurons) after calculating the fluo-
rescence signal change ratio of each neuron according to
stimulus direction at each stimulus velocity/TF in each area.
Each visual cortical area exhibited a unique pattern of fluores-
cence signal changes in response to the different velocity/TF
stimuli (Figure 4C; repeated-measures ANOVA for all cells,
visual areas 3 stimulus-velocity interaction, p = 0.009 among
Figure 4. Response Properties of the Visual Areas Measured by Two-
Photon Calcium Imaging
(A) Left: FF image evoked by the speed-up stimulus after opening the skull
and prior to fura-2-acetoxymethyl ester injection. Right: two-photon fluo-
rescence image of the AL region in a mouse injected with fura-2-acetoxy-
methyl ester. Neuronal cell bodies fluoresce green. The red fluorescent cells
are SR-101-labeled astrocytes. The image roughly corresponds to the area
in the red box in the left panel. Scale bars represent 1mm (left) and 30 mm
(right).
(B) Temporal fluorescence signal changes of the intracellular calcium indi-
cator averaged over all cells and stimulus directions in each area. Red
bars indicate stimulus duration (2 s).
(C) Relative values of fluorescent responses in each area averaged over all
cells (n = 347/4 [V1], 274/3 [LM], 335/3 [AL], 345/3 [AM], and 360/3 [RL]; cells/
animals). There were significant differences in response properties among
the visual areas (among all visual areas, visual area 3 stimulus-velocity
interaction, p < 0.001; among higher visual areas, visual area 3 stimulus-
velocity interaction p = 0.023; repeated-measures ANOVA after averaging
traces for each animal).
(D) Proportion of cells with different preferred velocities. Only responsive
cells (those responding with a >4% fluorescence change rate) were evalu-
ated (n = 276/347/4 [V1], 181/274/3 [LM area], 231/335/3 [AL area], 128/
345/3 [AM area], and 193/360/3 [RL area]; responding cells/measured
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591all visual areas, p = 0.004 among higher visual areas; all pair-
wise areas, p < 0.005; repeated-measures ANOVA after aver-
aging traces for each animal, visual areas 3 stimulus-velocity
interaction, p < 0.001 among all visual areas, p = 0.023 among
higher visual areas). V1 neurons responded well to static
stimuli, and the fluorescence signal changes decreased as
stimulus velocities/TFs increased (Figure 4C, red line). In
contrast, all higher visual areas exhibited preferences for rela-
tively high-velocity/TF stimuli. Static stimuli produced mini-
mum fluorescence signal changes in the higher visual areas.
LM cells responded well to relatively low-velocity/TF stimuli
(Figure 4C, orange line), whereas RL cells responded well
to high-velocity/TF stimuli (purple line). We also evaluated
the preferred stimulus velocities/TFs of individual cells and
counted the numbers of neurons that preferred each stimulus
velocity/TF in all areas (Figure 4D). The number of responsive
cells (maximum fluorescent signal change >4%) varied among
the visual cortical areas, and only responsive neurons were
counted. The proportion of neurons that preferred static
stimuli was largest in the V1, and the proportion of neurons
that preferred high-velocity/TF stimuli (50/s and 75/s) was
smaller in the V1 than in the higher visual areas. Most neurons
located in the higher visual cortical areas did not exhibit
detectable responses to static stimuli, whereas many neurons
of the V1 did (V1, 41.2% of cells responded; in other areas,
4.4%–10.6% of cells responded; V1 versus each higher visual
cortical area, p < 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). RL
neurons tended to prefer relatively high-velocity/TF stimuli
compared to neurons located in other higher visual areas,
whereas LM neurons tended to prefer lower velocity/TFs
(among visual areas, p < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test; all pairwise
areas, p < 0.01, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Two-photon cal-
cium imaging demonstrated that neurons in the higher visual
areas preferred higher velocities/TFs compared to V1 neurons;
among the higher visual areas, neurons in the LM and RL areas
exhibited preferences for relatively low- and high-velocity/TF
stimuli, respectively. These results are consistent with those
obtained using FFI (Figure 3) and indicate that FF signal
changes in the visual cortical areas accurately reflect their
neural activities (see Figures S3D and S3E for orientation and
direction selectivity).
Effects of V1 Ablation on the Response Properties
of the Higher Visual Areas
To determine the effects of V1 input on higher visual areas,
we completely ablated the responsive region of the V1 (Fig-
ure S4) and observed higher visual area activity patterns
10 days later. Despite the lack of inputs from the V1, mice
with ablated V1 exhibited response patterns similar to those
observed in normal mice (Figure 5A, see also Figure 1C).
Slow-down stimuli affected FF in the LM area (Figure 5A,
top), and speed-up stimuli affected FF in the LM, AL, and RL
areas (Figure 5A, bottom). We also observed velocity/TF-
tuning properties of V1-ablated mice. The higher visual areas
exhibited preferences for high velocities/TFs, and the property
differences observed in intact mice (Figures 3B and 3C) per-
sisted (Figures 5B and 5C; n = 11 animals, interaction among
the three visual areas, p < 0.001, two-way repeated-measures
ANOVA); however, the FF signal responses were decreasedcells/animals). The proportion differed among all pairwise visual areas
(p < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test). Bar colors indicate the preferred velocity.
See also Figure S3.
Figure 5. Effects of V1 Ablation on Velocity/TF-Tuning Properties
(A) Images of FF responses (DF/F0) in a V1-ablated mouse to slow-down (top) and speed-up (bottom) stimuli. Orange ellipses indicate regions in the V1 that
responded to visual stimuli before the lesion. Arrowheads indicate each visual area. The scale bar represents 1 mm.
(B) FF signal change (DF/F0) in V1-ablatedmice. Differences between themaximum response and each response in each area are shown (*p < 0.05 and **p <
0.01, Wilcoxon tests [one tailed]). Error bars indicate the SEM.
(C) Relative velocity/TF-tuning curves of V1-ablatedmice. There were significant differences in the interactions among the three visual areas (p < 0.001, two-
way repeated-measures ANOVA; n = 11 animals).
See also Figure S4.
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592(normal versus lesion, p < 0.001, two-way ANOVA). The RL
area exhibited preference for high velocities/TFs (Figures 5B
and 5C, purple lines), the LM area responded well to relatively
low-velocity/TF visual stimuli (orange lines), and the tuning
profile of the AL area was between those of the LM and RL re-
gions (green lines). The varying velocity/TF-tuning properties
observed among the visual cortical areas in V1-ablated mice
were similar to those detected in intact mice. These results
indicate that the residual distinct properties of these visual
areas depend on inputs from brain regions other than the V1.
Effects of SC Destruction on the Response Properties
of the Higher Visual Areas
We attempted to determine whether the distinct visual pro-
perties depend on the extrageniculate visual pathway. We
blocked visual information transmission via this pathway by
destroying the SC and examining the effects on the visual
areas. After recording visual activities in an intact mouse using
FFI (Figure 6A, blue lines, and Figure 6B, top), the SC was de-
stroyed via electric lesioning (Figures S5A and S5B). Although
SC destruction slightly decreased the V1 activities over the
stimulus velocity/TF range, the preference of the V1 for lower
velocity/TF stimuli was preserved (Figure 6A, red lines, and
Figure 6B; n = 14 animals, before versus after lesion, p <
0.01; lesion 3 velocity interaction, p = 0.623, repeated-mea-
sures ANOVA). In contrast to V1 ablation, SC destruction
altered the tuning profiles of the higher visual areas (Figure 6A,
red lines, and Figure 6B, bottom; lesion3 area3 velocity inter-
action, p < 0.015, three-way repeated-measures ANOVA).
We observed decreases in the FF responses of the higher
visual areas, particularly in those evoked by high-velocity/TF
stimuli; subsequently, their tuning profiles became similar to
those of the V1. Destruction of the inferior colliculus (IC) did
not affect visual area activities (Figure S5C). These results
demonstrate that the visual information conveyed through
the SC confers the specialized visual properties to higher
visual areas.
Connection between Higher Visual Areas
and LPN Subregions
We investigated the connections between the higher visual
areas and thalamic nuclei to determine the SC routesconveying visual information to the higher visual areas. In
many rodents, the LPN of the thalamus, which receives SC
inputs, is divided into several subregions, each of which
projects to specific visual cortical areas [20]. However, these
connections are poorly understood in mice. We injected
dextran tracers labeled with red (Texas red) or green (fluores-
cein) fluorescence into one or two sites corresponding to
the same visual field of the visual cortical areas in each animal
(Figure 7; see also Figure S6; a total of 42 animals were exam-
ined). The tracer injections resulted in the labeling of neurons
and axon terminals in the LPN and revealed specific connec-
tions between LPN subregions and visual cortical areas. The
labeled axon terminals connecting to each visual area occu-
pied a unique pattern of subregions of the LPN, in which,
or adjacent to which, most of the neurons labeled with the
same fluorescencewere located. Thismeans that these subre-
gions of the LPN have reciprocal connections with a specific
visual cortical area. These thalamic subregions were prone
to be arranged in the order of the LM-, AL-, AM-, and RL-con-
necting regions from the dorsal to the ventral part of the LP
throughout the anterior-posterior axis of the visual thalamus
(Figure 7L). The RL-connecting regions in the dorsal part of
the VP [21] and the AL- or AM-connecting regions in the
boundary area between the V1 and the VP were also observed
in a relatively anterior part of the thalamus (Figures 7E, 7J, 7K,
and S6K–S6M). Double injections with fluorescent tracers into
two visual areas revealed that the regions connecting with
different visual cortical areas were distinct from each other,
with small overlaps in the middle and posterior parts of the
LPN (Figures 7F–7K and S6). A small number of neurons
projecting to some visual cortical area were found in regions
connected densely with another visual area (Figures S6Ae,
S6Ao, and S6K, arrows). We found only one neuron projecting
to two different visual cortical areas (AL and AM) in an AM-
connecting region close to an AL-connecting area (Figure 7J,
arrow). In the anterior part of the visual thalamus, the regions
connected with different visual cortical areas tended to have
larger overlaps with each other (Figures S6B, S6D, and S6L).
In the upper and middle layers of the dLGN, which receive
projections from the visual-related layers of the SC [22], there
was a small population of neurons that projected to the LM or
AL areas (Figures S6Ad, and S6J, arrows) [23]. These results
Figure 6. Effects of SCDestruction on Velocity/TF-
Tuning Properties
(A) FF signal change rates before (blue lines) and
after (red lines) SC destruction. FF responses in
all visual areas were decreased (p < 0.05, three-
way repeated-measures ANOVA). There was a
significant difference in profiles of velocity/TF-
tuning before and after SC destruction (lesion 3
area 3 velocity interaction, p < 0.015, three-way
repeated-measures ANOVA). Differences before
and after the lesions at individual stimulus
velocities in each area are shown in line plots
(#p < 0.05 and ##p < 0.01, Wilcoxon test). Differ-
ences between the maximum response and each
response are shown above or under the lines
(*p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01, Wilcoxon test [one tailed];
n = 14 animals). Error bars indicate the SEM.
(B) Relative velocity/TF-tuning curves before (top)
and after (bottom) SC destruction.
See also Figure S5.
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reciprocal connections with specific LPN subregions, that
the territories were more restricted than reported for other
rodents [20], and that these subregions relayed visual infor-
mation from the SC to distinct visual cortical areas.
Discussion
In mice, compared to V1 neurons, neurons in the higher visual
areas preferred higher velocity stimuli, and the velocity-tuning
properties of these areas were different from each other.
Further, the differences in the visual properties were preserved
after V1 ablation. However, after SC destruction, these differ-
ences disappeared, and the tuning profiles of the higher visual
areas became similar to that of the V1. In addition, neural tracer
experiments revealed that each of the higher visual areas
was connected with specific LPN subregions. These results
indicated that the specialized visual properties of several
higher visual areas depend on inputs from the SC via specific
LPN subdivisions.
The response amplitude of the higher visual areas was
lower than that of the V1 (Figures 1A, 1B, and 3B). This
may be because the visual information conveyed through
the extrageniculate visual pathway is highly modulated in
the SC, which contains many, and receives projections
from, g-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic neurons; these neu-
rons, in turn, filter visual information [24]. Another related
explanation is that simple grating patterns are not suitable
to activate neurons in the extrageniculate visual pathway or
higher visual areas. Some neurons in the SC have been found
to respond to the other specific visual features, such as mov-
ing spots [25] and approaching objects [26]. In addition, it
was recently reported that the RL area is a multisensory
area in which neurons respond to both visual and tactile stim-
ulation and display multisensory enhancement [21]. Other
factors, such as trisynaptic transmission or susceptibility
of the higher visual areas or extrageniculate visual pathwayto anesthesia (discussed below), might
also explain the reduced responses of
the higher visual areas.
Our results showing that the mouse
higher visual areas respond well to higher
velocity/TF stimuli compared to the V1,and that their velocity-tuning properties are different from
each other (Figures 3 and 4), are roughly consistent with previ-
ous findings, although with several discrepancies. In contrast
to our results, Marshel et al. [16] reported that in isoflurane-
anesthetized mice, the LM and RL areas responded well to
relatively high- and low-TF visual stimuli, respectively. Ander-
mann et al. [15] reported lower direction selectivity for the
higher visual areas in awakemice, whereas all the higher visual
areas showed higher direction selectivity than did the V1 in the
studies performed by Marshel et al. [16] and our group (Fig-
ure S3E). These discrepancies might be attributed to several
differences in the experimental conditions, such as anes-
thesia, calcium dyes, stimuli TF/SF, or the size of visual stimuli
that can affect visual responses in the SC [27]. In particular, the
anesthetic conditions seem to be a plausible parameter to
explain the discrepancies. In our study, all experiments were
performed in urethane-anesthetized mice. Under anesthesia,
attention and other top-down influences affecting neural re-
sponses to stimuli were absent [28]. Further, anesthetic agents
can affect neuronal properties in the sensory cortex [29], and
different anesthetic agents have distinct effects [30, 31].
Therefore, the differences in anesthesia might have resulted
in the differences observed among studies. However, the over-
all trends of response properties in the higher visual areas
were similar. Previous studies have reported that many visual
properties are preserved under anesthesia, even in the higher
visual areas [32, 33]. Finally, the properties observed in anes-
thetized animals correlated with the nature of the higher visual
areas and affected their activities in awake animals.
The results of V1-ablation and SC-destruction experiments
(Figures 5 and 6) suggest that inputs from the SC are respon-
sible for the higher visual areas’ preference for high velocities
and that projections from the V1 are responsible for their
residual activities that responded well to low-velocity/TF stim-
uli after SC lesioning. In cats, V1 deactivation caused greater
decreases in the responses of area 18, which is the putative
homolog of the LM area, to slow-moving stimuli compared to
Figure 7. Connections between the Visual Areas and LPN
(A–E) LPN subregions labeled with a red fluorescent tracer connecting with specific visual areas. The large panels in (A)–(E) show coronal sections of the
visual thalamus in mice that received a tracer injection into the V1 (A), LM (B), AL (C), AM (D), and RL (E). Scale bars represent 0.2 mm. The top-most, small
panels show coronal sections of injection sites. The average of tracer injection core diameters is 342 6 69 mm (SD). The white dotted lines represent the
outlines of gray matter. Scale bars represent 1 mm.
(F–K) Double injection of fluorescent tracers into the V1/LM (F), LM/AL (G–I), AL/AM (J), and AM/RL (K). The small panels show red (top) and green (bottom)
fluorescence images in thesameanimals.Scalebars represent 0.5mm.The right-handpanels showsuperimpositionofboth fluorescent images. Thecontrasts
of the superimposed images weremodulated to make themmore clear. A higher magnification of the box in (G) is shown in (H). Scale bars represent 0.2 mm.
(legend continued on next page)
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595fast-moving stimuli [34, 35], and an SC lesion decreased neural
activities in the lateral suprasylvian visual cortex in the fast, but
not in the slow, visual stimulus range [10]. These findings are
consistent with our results in mice. The SC sends visual infor-
mation about moving stimuli [25, 27, 36]; subsequently, it may
control the preferences of neurons in the higher visual areas for
high velocities.
In our V1 lesion experiment, neural responses were re-
corded after a 10-day recovery period, whereas acute effects
were observed in the SC-destruction experiment. In primates,
activities of most of the higher visual areas disappear after
acute V1 deactivation, and a long period is required to recover
their neural responses [37]. Thus, the residual activities of the
higher visual areas in V1-ablatedmicemight be a result of neu-
ral reorganization during the recovery period. However, even if
neural reorganization occurred, there is little doubt that inputs
from the V1 were not indispensable to generate differences in
higher visual areal properties. In addition, previous studies
have shown that the neural responses of higher visual areas
in most nonprimate mammals remain after acute V1 deactiva-
tion [8, 9]. Therefore, it is probable that the higher visual areas
of mice are responsive after acute V1 inactivation.
Our results also showed that visual information from the SC
generated differences in velocity/TF tuning among the visual
cortical areas. It has been reported that the properties of V1
neurons projecting to a particular higher visual area resemble
those of neurons located in its target area in monkeys [38], fer-
rets [39], and mice [40]. Thus, it is assumed that the properties
of V1 neurons are transferred to their target areas. However,
the mechanisms underlying the target-specific properties
of V1 neurons remain controversial. Regarding primates, it
has been postulated that parallel cellular streams originat-
ing in the retina with distinct response properties maintain
anatomical and functional segregation through the V1 and
into different higher visual areas [3]; however, many studies
have suggested that the parallel cellular streams are not neatly
segregated in the visual cortex [41]. Jarosiewicz et al. [39]
demonstrated the target-specific properties of early visual
cortical neurons in ferrets and argued that these properties
could not be explained by the parallel cellular stream hypoth-
esis because these properties were not consistent with the
properties of the parallel cellular streams. Moreover, our result
that the neural activities of the higher visual areas were tuned
to stimulus velocities rather than to TFs (Figure 3D) cannot be
explained by the response properties of cellular streams, such
as the magnocellular stream (or Y channel), which respond
preferentially to higher TFs [42]. Jarosiewicz et al. [39] pro-
posed an alternative explanation: the target-specific pro-
perties of neurons located in lower areas are generated by
spatially precise feedback connections from a given target
area. Our results support this hypothesis; however, it is
possible that other properties, such as direction/orientation
selectivity, are specialized by V1 inputs.
The finding that different higher visual areas with unique
specialized properties connect with distinct LPN subregions
suggests the possibility that the SC conveys different types
of visual information (which imbues visual cortical areas with(L) Summary of the topographic organization of the LPN subregions that conne
using amouse brain atlas [51]. AP, area postrema; dLGN, dorsal lateral genicula
lateral posterior thalamic nucleus; MG, medial geniculate nucleus; Po, posterio
VP, ventroposterior thalamus; em, external medullary lamina; a, anterior; p, po
Numbers indicate the anteroposterior distance from bregma (mm). A total of se
examined. See also Figure S6.specialized properties) through the parallel streams of the
extrageniculate visual pathway via distinct LPN subregions.
The extrageniculate visual pathway has a neural architecture
that can potentially generate specialized visual response
properties of the different parallel streams. There are more
than 22 types of mouse retinal ganglion cells, identifiable
based on their dendritic morphology and marker molecules,
and most of these terminate in different layers of the SC
[43, 44]. Cells located in different SC layers exhibit distinct
velocity-tuning properties in cats [45]. Distinct portions of
the thalamic nuclei receive projections from different layers
of the SC in cats [46] and squirrels [47]. Similar neural mecha-
nisms in birds provide specialized response activities to
parallel streams of the extrageniculate visual pathway and
generate specialized functions in visual subdivisions of the
dorsal ventricular ridge [48, 49], which have recently been
postulated to be the homolog of the mammalian higher visual
cortex [49]. Thus, the functional specialization mechanisms
of the higher visual cortex of nonprimate mammals and
birds/reptiles may possibly share a common origin.
There is another V1-bypassing pathway in which the SC-
recipient layers of the dLGN receive ascending visual infor-
mation from the SC [22], and dLGN neurons project directly
to several higher visual cortical areas [50]. This pathway might
relay visual information from the SC to higher visual areas,
generating differences in higher visual area properties.
Although this possibility cannot be excluded at the present
time, this pathway seems to be comparatively minor. Our
tracer experiments showed that only a small portion of cells
in the SC-recipient layer of the dLGN projected to the LM
and AL, and very few cells projected to the AM and RL areas.
Moreover, SC projection to the dLGN is sparser than that to
the LPN [22].
Our results strongly suggest a specialization mechanism
for the different higher visual areas depending on the extra-
geniculate visual pathway in mice. Increased knowledge
about this mechanism will further understanding of higher
visual cortical functions and their evolution.Experimental Procedures
Animal Preparation and Surgery
The ethics committee of Niigata University approved the experimental pro-
tocols used in the present study.Male C57BL/6Nmice (Japan Charles River)
over 8 weeks of age were anesthetized with urethane (1.7 g/kg, intraperito-
neal [i.p.]). After the cephalic skin was removed and the area was cleaned,
liquid paraffin was applied over the skull (for FFI) [17]. The skull was opened
and then covered with an agarose gel (for calcium imaging). The body tem-
perature was maintained at 37C. The head was then fixed onto mounting
hardware under a microscope using a stereotaxic frame (for FFI) or dental
resin (for calcium imaging). For V1 ablation, after identification via FFI under
pentobarbital anesthesia (60 mg/kg, i.p.), the gray matter of the stimuli-
responding region was completely removed using an aspirator (Figure S4).
For SC destruction, an electrodewas inserted obliquely, forward and down-
ward (40) from the rear SC (1.5 mm posterior and 0.8 mm lateral to the
lambda), and a 64 mA, 100 ms pulse fluctuation 3 20 was applied at three
locations from the inserted site: 1.7, 2.2, and 2.7 mm (Figure S5A). For IC
destruction (Figure S5C), after locating the IC using a stereomicroscope,
an electrode was inserted vertically into the IC surface at L 1.2–P 1.2 mm.cted with visual cortical areas. The boundaries of the regions were identified
te nucleus; IGL, intergeniculate leaflet; LD, laterodorsal thalamic nucleus; LP,
r nucleus of the thalamus; RT, reticular nucleus; PG, pregeniculate nucleus;
sterior d, dorsal; l, lateral; m, medial; v, ventral.
ven (V1), 14 (LM), 17 (AL), 14 (AM), and nine (RL; total 42 mice) animals were
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596Currents were applied at depths of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 mm. Neural activity was
measured more than 3 hr after SC/IC lesioning.
Visual Stimuli
Visual stimuli were produced by a visual stimulus generator (ViSaGe;
Cambridge Research System) and shown on a 17 (for FFI)- or 8 (for calcium
imaging)-inch LCD screen (60 Hz refresh rate). To avoid perturbation of fluo-
rescence measurements using blue and green lights, the monitor’s surface
was covered with a filter that only allowed the passage of light wavelengths
>600 nm. The monitor was placed 40 (for FFI) or 18 (for calcium imaging) cm
away from the mice. We used a square or sine (in Figure 3D)-wave grating
pattern (100% contrast, 0.067 cpd; 0.1 and 0.05 cpd in Figure 3D) that
drifted from the nasal to temporal direction (for FFI) or in eight directions
(for calcium imaging). For slow-down/speed-up stimuli, drift velocity was
adjusted as necessary (slow, 0/s–30/s; fast, 40/s–75/s) to identify visual
areas. For observation of velocity/TF-tuning properties (traditional method),
the grating pattern was presented for 2 s after the presentation of a gray
screen (50% brightness). The intertrain interval was 20 s (for FFI) or 10 s
(for calcium imaging).
FFI and Two-Photon Calcium Imaging
All functional imaging experiments were performed in urethane-anesthe-
tized mice. For FFI, cortical images (128 3 168 pixels after binning) of
endogenous green fluorescence (500–550 nm) in blue light (450–490 nm)
were recorded at nine frames per second using a cooled CCD camera
system (ORCA-ER; Hamamatsu Photonics) attached to a binocular micro-
scope (MZ FL III; Leica) with a xenon light source [17]. For calcium imaging,
the calcium sensor dye was prepared by dissolving fura-2-acetoxymethyl
ester (Invitrogen) in 20% (w/v) PluronicF-127 in dimethyl sulfoxide (Invitro-
gen) and diluted with Ringer’s solution containing sulforhodamine 101
(SR-101; Invitrogen) [19]. Glass pipettes filled with fura-2-acetoxymethyl
ester were inserted into the target area, advanced to a depth of 200–
250 mm, and the dye was injected. Subsequently, the craniotomy was
covered with agarose and a thin glass coverslip. Fura-2-acetoxymethyl
ester and SR-101were excited at 800 and 900–950 nm, respectively. Images
(5123 512 pixels) were recorded at 3.3 Hz in a line-scan mode over a 3153
315 mm area.
Histology
After the identification of visual areas by FFI under urethane anesthesia,
the skull was opened, and 10% dextran fluorescein (3,000 molecular weight
[MW]; Invitrogen Life Technologies) or Dextran Texas Red (3,000 MW;
Invitrogen Life Technologies) in 0.01 M phosphate buffer (PB) was adminis-
tered (0.5 mm depth) iontophoretically (5 mA for Texas red and 8 mA positive
current for fluorescein, 7 s on/7 s off pulses, 20min total injection time, elec-
trode tip diameter 20–30 mm) into one or two visual areas in each animal.
At 5–7 days after the tracer injection, mice were anesthetized with pentobar-
bital (80 mg/kg, i.p.) and perfused transcardially with PBS, followed by 4%
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PB (pH 7.4). The tissue was cryoprotected in
30% sucrose. After imaging of surface fluorescence in the whole brain
using a microscope with a CCD camera system (ORCA-ER, Hamamatsu
Photonics), the brain was sectioned coronally at 40 mm, and every fourth
section was mounted on a gelatin-coated slide in a water-soluble mounting
medium (Fluoromount; Southern Biotechnology) and examined under a
fluorescence microscope (Eclipse Ni; Nikon) equipped with filter sets for
fluorescence emitted by Texas red (540–580 nm excitation filter/600–
660 nm barrier filter) and fluorescein (465–495 nm excitation filter/515–
555 nm barrier filter). After examination of fluorescent images, tissues
were counterstained for cell bodies with a Nissl stain, and thalamic regions
were identified by reference to a mouse brain atlas [51].
Data analysis
For FFI, data from all experiments were averaged over trials (24–128 trials).
For each pixel, the rate of fluorescent change was calculated using the
average of ten prestimulus images. An ROI with a 0.3 mm radius was
placed to include the maximum responding region of each visual area.
The response was calculated by averaging the changes in FF in the fifth
through ninth images collected after stimulus delivery. For image process-
ing, spatial averaging was calculated in areas of 5 3 5 pixels. For calcium
imaging, ROIs were placed at each recognizable neural cell body, which
was distinguished from astrocytes by SR-101 labeling. The rate of fluores-
cent change was calculated for 12 poststimulus images against the average
of six prestimulus images. Trials contaminated with movement artifactswere excluded from analyses. Generally, there was no critical movement
artifact during recordings of a few tens of minutes.
Statistics
All statistical tests were performed using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) 16.0 (SPSS) and MATLAB (MathWorks).
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes six figures and one table and can be
found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.01.061.
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